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You can destroy
Afghanistan, but you
cannot conquer
Afghanistan.

Introduction

W

hen the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in December 1979, most of the
world expected the Afghan resistancepoorly equipped, untrained and rife with
factional differencesto fall quickly before the firepower and advanced weaponry
of the Soviet military machine. It did not. In the face ofenormous odds, an overwhelming majority of the Afghan people continues tosupport the resistance.
Why do the Afghans continue to endure the long-term suffering and
destruction that is the price of resisting Soviet occupation? Part of the answer can
be found in the name taken by the resistance movement: mujahidin, or holy
warriors,  a name that binds the Afghan nations fierce commitment to
independence to its unwavering religious faith.
Louis Dupree, noted student of Afghan culture, has said: You can destroy
Afghanistan, but you cannot conquer Afghanistan.  The Soviets,
unfortunately, seem to have taken this maxim to heart. Since they have been
unable to defeat the resistance outright, they seek to eliminate the mujahids
means of supportin the short term by destroying his crops and villages, and in
the long term by suppressing his culture. As a result, the Afghan resistance is
locked in a struggle in which the stakes are much higher than the control of
territory. The Afghan people fight for their independence, their traditions,
their religion.
The Soviet campaign to subjugate Afghanistan and to impose a form of
alien and totalitarian rule has been marked by excessive violence against an
innocent but resistant population. But the crimes against these people have
taken place far from the eye of world publicity, behind a tight curtain of
totalitarian disinformation and thought control. Still, the story of the brutality
has come outas it often does in such situationsfrom refugee accounts and
from the reports of journalists and doctors who have ventured into the country.
In the following pages an Afghan writer and former official describes his
countrys plight; and the head of a volunteer French medical organization,
which has worked extensively in the country, provides graphic details of Soviet
tactics. Excerpts from a U. S. State Department report are included, as well as
a chronology of events related to the struggle in Afghanistan from 1978 to
the present.
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Maybe we can
regain the land in
years to come,
but how can we
reverse what they
are doing to our
children?

An Afghan
Looks at His
Homeland
by FAIZ M. KHAIRZADA

Faiz M. Khairzada was born in Kabul, Afghanistan, and worked as a civil
servant for several years in the Afghan Ministry of
Information and Culture, rising to the rank of Deputy Minister.
He escaped from Afghanistan in April 1979 and later emigrated to the United States.
Currently, Mr. Khairzada is a free-lance author and speaker.

A

fter four years of Soviet occupation, Afghanistan is a land filled with tragedy. The peace and serenity
of this once independent, non-aligned Muslim nation
have been shattered; its cities, towns and villages razed;
its citizens forced into refugee camps; relics of a great historical past vandalized; its landscape scarred by bombs
and fire.
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The Afghans traditionally place red or green banners over the graves of the
shaheed martyrs who die fighting for their faith and their people. Today the Afghan countryside is covered with graves and fluttering banners to remind the living that the cause for which the shaheed died must not be forgotten.
An estimated 100,000 men, women and children have died in Soviet-directed bombing raids and mass executions. Undaunted by the growing toll in human
lives and in defiance of international condemnation, the Soviet Union nonetheless is continuing the slaughter of innocent Afghans whose only demand is
for freedom.

Nature of the Resistance
More than four years of death and destruction have not crushed the Afghan
resistance. Despite their pain and suffering, the Afghan people today are committed more than ever to ridding their country of the invader in order to regain
their freedom and restore their cherished way of life.
In this time, the Soviet troops can claim few successes in reducing the
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has been unable to control the rural areas, or even to guarantee the security of the
capital and other urban centers. Today the mujahidin freedom fighters control
more than 80 percent of the Afghan countryside and can operate in the cities during the night. The main reason for the poor performance by Soviet troops, and
what remains of the Afghan Army, is the nature of the Afghan resistance and the
weakness of Soviet tactics.
Afghans traditionally fight invaders as a nation, but the Afghan resistance is
in no way a typical guerrilla war. There is no formal liberation army. Since the
population of Afghanistan is made up of different ethnic groups, each fights in its
own region. There are as many mujahidin organizations as there are ethnic
groups in Afghanistan, but all are committed to the same jihad, or holy war.

The Communist Strategy
Twenty years ago, Babrak Karmal, now head of the puppet regime in Kabul,
said, We dont need 12 million Afghans to make a Marxist society. All we need
is one million. The Soviet policy in Afghanistan seems to give credence to that
appalling statement. After four years of Soviet occupation, some four million
Afghans have been forced to flee their country into neighboring Iran and Pakistan, with an estimated 200,000 seeking refuge in other parts of the world. Today, without question, Afghan refugees in Pakistan constitute the worlds largest refugee population. Furthermore, the war has forced large numbers of people from Afghanistans rural areas to a few major urban centers in search of safety, shelter and work. Since the Soviet invasion,
the population of Kabul has more
6
than doubled to about 1.8 million.
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The Soviet Union is proceeding with its long-term objective of making over
Afghanistan in its own image. The Soviets, in collusion with the Kabul regime,
are intent on establishing and consolidating a new order in Afghanistan regardless of the cost in human lives and suffering. The Soviet strategy toward this objective is twofold:
1) Reduce and eventually crush all opposition by military force, terror and intrigue; and
2) Consolidate communism through an accelerated Sovietization of Afghanistans educational, economic and social institutions.

The Road to Occupation
Most experts believe that the Soviet Union did not bargain for such unrelenting
resistance to its invasion of Afghanistan. The Soviets interpreted general acceptance of the July 1973 coup which established the first republic in Afghanistan,
and the comparative calm immediately following the bloody communist coup of
April 1978 as acceptance of communism by the Afghan people.
The April coup installed the unified Khalq and Parcham factions of the Afghan Communist Party as the government of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan. After an inter-party feud in early 1978 over the timing and methods of
communizing Afghanistan, the Khalq faction took control of the government
apparatus and embarked on remaking the Afghan economy and social structure.
Public rejection of the Khalq policies and methods was quick, but the Khalq
government would tolerate no opposition. The regime retaliated by arresting
and executing anyone suspected of opposing its policies. Political leaders, tribal
elders, the religious hierarchy and intellectuals were the first to be eliminated,
and for a short time the population was subdued.
The turning point came in the winter of 1978 when the regime implemented
a policy of relocating segments of the population throughout the country in order
to break regional and tribal loyalties. To start the program, officials selected 500
farmers from the Laghman area in the north and forced them to relocate in the
Helmand Valley in the south. School children and villagers were ordered to line
the highways to cheer and wave red flags, while the government news media announced that the farmers were volunteers who were being given free land in
the Helmand Valley. In Kabul party leaders received the group and showered
them with gifts and flowers.
Such propaganda failed, only heightening the peoples fears that the
changes imposed on their society and culture by the Kabul regime would be irreversible. A mass uprising ensued and Afghanistan was no longer a safe place for
communists. Khalq and Parcham members were assassinated and local government and army posts seized.
To quell the revolt, the government sent in Afghan Army troops. Having no
confidence in the regime or its policies, the Army mutinied and thousands of the
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once 90,000-man force defected and joined the resistance. Afghan Army desertions gave the resistance a morale boost as well as providing badly needed arms
and ammunition.

Khalq vs. Parcham
Unwilling to admit defeat, the communist regime in Kabul continually threatened the population with Soviet intervention in support of its policies. The Soviet
Union, fearing further deterioration of the situation in Afghanistan and dissatisfied with the Kabul governments management of its affairs, increased the number of military advisers stationed in the country. Meanwhile, the Soviets plotted to replace Khalq Prime Minister Hafizullah Amin with Parcham leader Babrak Karmal, planning to keep Khalq President Nur Mohammed Taraki as a figurehead. The Soviets calculated that making the much-hated Hafizullah Amin a
scapegoat would diminish resistance and end the inter-party rivalry between the
Khalq and Parcham factions.
Suspecting that there was a conspiracy afoot after Brezhnev invited Taraki
and Karmal to the Kremlin, Amin moved quickly and assassinated Taraki in a
palace coup. He then declared himself President, hoping to force Moscow either
to accept him or abandon its goals in Afghanistan. Amins palace coup, however,
only served to strain relations further between Moscow and Kabul. Sensing this
discord, the resistance increased its attacks on government posts and threatened
Kabul itself.

The Invasion
By December 1979, with the government losing control of the country, the Soviets launched their invasion.
On December 26, in a move reminiscent of Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968, 30,000 Soviet troops entered Afghanistan. Moscow announced
that it had been invited to protect Afghanistan against insurgency and foreign interference. But Soviet troops immediately attacked the Presidential Palace and
killed Aminpresumably the person who invited them in the first place. As
the Afghan Army was being disarmed and Soviet troops were taking up strategic
positions in and around Kabul, Babrak Karmal announced a Parcham coup in a
radio broadcast. Although the broadcast was on the same frequency as Radio
Afghanistan, Karmal was actually in the U.S.S.R. broadcasting from Termez in
Soviet Uzbekistan.

The Mujahidin Regroup
The Afghan resistance was as stunned by the invasion as the rest of the world. As
far as the mujahidin were concerned, the Soviet invasion radically narrowed
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their choicesthey must continue a collective resistance or perish as a nation and
a people.
During the past four years, financial assistance from the Islamic world has
helped the mujahidin become better organized to continue the strugglealthough the resistance still remains divided along ethnic and linguistic lines. Recently, however, significant moves toward unity and cooperation among the Afghan mujahidin have resulted in a series of coordinated, successful operations in
the Panjshir Valley, and the Shamah, Badakshan, Herat and Kandahar provinces. Soviet troops have retaliated for these successes with even greater brutalitydestroying the village of Istalef in Shamali and parts of the cities of Herat
and Kandaharbut they have not significantly altered the balance of power in
those areas. The mujahidin continue to suffer heavy losses, but they are still able
to ambush convoys and control the highways linking the major urban centers.

Terror Tactics
The pattern of Soviet tactics reveals a deliberate policy of terror against the Afghan people. Operating from heavily fortified bases in strategic areas with helicopter gunships, jet fightersand recently heavy bombersthe Soviet Army
has not attempted to extend the area it controls. Rather, it uses these bases as
staging areas for strikes against pockets of resistance and civilians suspected of
supporting the mujahidin.
To establish these fortified garrisons, the Soviets use large convoys of armored personnel carriers and tanks to move into an area. With air strikes, artillery and helicopter gunships, they destroy the surrounding villages and force the
population to flee as refugees. In some cases, when a village has posed no further
military threat, Soviet troops have moved in and summarily executed those villagers left behind.
After depopulating and destroying entire villages and burning the crops,
the Soviets scatter anti-personnel mines. These mines (some of which are camouflaged to look like toys) are dispersed around the countryside where they
maim and cripple villagers and livestock. The explosive power of these anti-personnel mines and booby-trapped toys is not sufficient to kill. Rather, they inflict
severe injuries; as a result, Afghan men, women and children are dying horrible,
lingering deaths caused by infections and gangrene weeks or even months after
touching one of these mines.

The Role of KHAD
The Soviet Union apparently is unwilling to commit the estimated 300,000 to
500,000 experienced troops some experts claim would be necessary to crush the
Afghan resistance. Instead, the Soviets have resorted to intrigue and terror in
their efforts to divide and defeat the Afghans. The KGB and its Afghan counter9
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part, KHAD (Intelligence and Security Department), have launched a systematicand sometimes bizarrecampaign of intimidation and violence throughout Afghanistan and in the refugee camps and mujahidin organizations based in
Peshawar, Pakistan.
KHAD agents are trained and advised by the KGB, and their operations are
carried out under close KGB supervision. KHAD agents are recruited from both
the Parcham and Khalq factions of the Afghan Communist Party. To the Soviets
dismay, however, party rivalries and feuding have carried over to KHAD. In addition, as in the rest of the Afghan Communist Party, corruption and incompetence is rampant among KHADs estimated 15,000 to 20,000 agents.
To divide the Afghan resistance, KHAD agents use large sums of money to
bribe and set rival groups against one another. They fuel religious rivalries and
plant rumors about private deals cut by different political leaders and mujahidin
groups with other world powers. This KHAD program has not been very successful, however. A large number of agents have lost their lives at the hands of the
mujahidin and others have fled with the funds intended for bribes.
The KHAD has been more successful in terrorizing urban populations, especially in Kabul. Blackmail of wealthier citizens is not uncommon. Midnight arrests of civilians suspected of being critical of the regime are carried out daily.
Prisoners are tortured and often executed. The infamous Puli Charkhi prison
outside Kabul, for example, houses more than 15,000 political prisoners.
Everywhere you go, says a Kabul resident, you are under the scrutiny of
KHAD.  During the past four years, KHAD has extended its activities into Pakistan and, according to some Afghan refugees, into India and Western Europe as
well. In Pakistan, KHAD agents pose as mujahidin, traders or clergy to instigate
discord within the refugee population and between the Afghans and their Pakistani hosts. They work to undermine both the mujahidin and the Pakistani government, bribing refugees to smuggle large quantities of hashish, alcoholic beverages and precious stones into Pakistan.
To control Afghanistans cities, the Soviet Union has reorganized Afghan
community organizations along Soviet lines. Traditionally, each neighborhood
elected its own representative (malik) who worked with the local municipal
district (naheya) and other governmental organizations to represent local residents and solve their problems. Since the Soviet invasion, however, the local representatives have been replaced by district Communist Party cells headed by
KHAD agents.
The party cells require that citizens register all members of their families and
report their activities on a weekly basis. The local party cell also is informed
about family travel and any visits by friends and relatives. Domestic servants
are solicited for weekly reports concerning their employers activities, visitors
and attitude.
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A Marxist Re-Education
The Sovietization of Afghan society does not end with urban reorganization.
The goal of the Marxist coup detat of 1978and the ensuing Soviet invasion
was the establishment and consolidation of a new order in Afghanistan and the
imposition of a totalitarian, communist regime in an Islamic nation. From the
very beginning, one of the communist regimes main goals was the re-education of the Afghan people, replacing all Afghan social and moral values with
Marxist ideology and a Sovietized social structure.
The pre-communist system of education in Afghanistan placed equal emphasis on the social and cultural values of the nation as well as modern sciences
and technology. It had taken Afghanistan almost 60 years to train an educated
cadre to begin to meet the technical and managerial requirements of a developing nation. That system has been dismantled by the Kabul regime in favor of an
educational policy which disregards traditional Afghan cultural values and relies
instead on the Stalinist model which was used to subjugate the central Asian
countries annexed by the Soviet Union.
Religious education, for example, has been discontinued and replaced by
so-called political science classes which offer a warped view of world history
and a false sense of the social and humanitarian values of communism. Afghan
history, too, has been rewritten to emphasize its darkest years and ignore its periods of cultural and social accomplishment. Russian is being taught to the exclusion of other foreign languages in the schools. Afghan school textbooks are being
replaced by Afghan-language translations of Soviet textbooks.
To politicize further the schools of the country, educational planners and
trained administrators have been replaced by Parcham party members. Under
the leadership of these comparatively young and mostly uneducated party members, committees have been formed to ensure that education is limited to a narrow, party-oriented perspective. The committees are empowered to organize
political-orientation classes and recruit party members from among the students. Furthermore, these party school committees require studentsespecially in the elementary schools-to report what their families say about the regime
and the U.S.S.R., who visits their homes and whether their families listen to foreign radio broadcasts.
Students at these committee meetings are required to denounce Islam, their
families and the pre-communist Afghan way of life. In order to undermine the
morality and Islamic values of teenagers, the local party cells have organized social clubs where young boys and girls are lectured on the anti-progressiveness
of Islamic values in human relationships. Children who do not cooperate are
physically abused and reported through the party apparatus to KHAD, which
then harrasses or arrests their parents. Many recently arrived refugees claim that
one of the major reasons they left Afghanistan was to protect their children from
the dehumanizing educational policies of the communist regime in Kabul. If we
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did not allow our children to go to school, one refugee recalls, we were reported; and if we let them go to school, they were taught nothing but communist
ideology.
From among those children whoout of fear of reprisal or innocencecooperate with party school officials, some are selected for further training in the
Soviet Union. Every year about 4,000 Afghan children are selected and sent to
the U.S.S.R. for more advanced political indoctrination. In the past four years
an estimated 16,000 to 20,000 young Afghan boys and girls have been sent to the
Soviet Union, sometimes without their parents consent.
One day my 12-year-old son came home and said he would be sent to Russia, relates one refugee parent. What else could we do? We couldnt stop them
from sending the boy away. If we did, we would be arrested. So we packed a few
things and ran away to Pakistan with our three sons.
Afghan parents can no longer enjoy the rights, privileges and obligations of
parenthood. The Marxist state infringes upon their natural rights and punishes
them if they protest.
The Russians have taken away our land and our God-given rights to the
love and cultivation of our children, says an Afghan mother. Maybe we can regain the land in years to come, but how can we reverse what they are doing to
our children?
The imposition of certain rules and regulations by Soviet occupation forces
and the Kabul regime has affected traditional Afghan social customs as well. The
Soviet military forbids assembly of more than five people, and there is a 10 p.m.
to 4 a.m. curfew in the cities. Since Afghan families are large and their numbers
generally exceed five, fear of arrest prevents families and friends from visiting
each other.
To re-educate the public along Marxist lines, the Soviet Union relies heavily
upon radio, television, motion pictures and the press. Educational programs on
radio and television consist of unrelieved Marxist propaganda in its crudest
form, with virtually every program drawing sharp contrasts between the ugly
past and the communist utopia.

The Economy: Destruction and Dependency
While the destruction of Afghan social and cultural institutions is causing great
anguish, the attendant destruction of Afghanistans economic infrastructure is
speeding up the countrys integration into the Soviet economic sphere. Soviet
tacticsdestroying villages, burning crops, killing farm animals and burying
centuries-old irrigation systemshave had a tremendous impact on agricultural
production in Afghanistan. Hundreds of thousands of peasants have abandoned
their farms and orchards to seek refuge in neighboring countries or safer urban
areas.
Although there is no mass starvation, malnutrition is quite common. Af12
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ghan peasants no longer have enough food to sell or even to feed themselves adequately. Having nothing to sell, they are unable to buy such basic commodities as
cooking oil, tea, sugar, textiles, fuel and medicine.
The urban populationespecially in Kabulis comparatively better off
only because the Soviet Union has been supplying food items and a few other necessities to the cities. The quantities are limited, however, and the prices far too
high for everyone to afford.
In the last four years, the U.S.S.R. has become virtually Afghanistans sole
trading partner. All exportable Afghan commodities are sold to the Soviet
Union at low prices. Since Afghan agricultural commodities traditionally bartered for Soviet-made machinery and motor vehicles no longer exist, the Soviet
Union is taking all exportable Afghan natural gas, copper and other minerals as
payment for loans and imports from the U.S.S.R. In short, Afghanistan is financing its own occupation.

A Continuing Struggle
After more than four years of death and destruction, the Afghans are proud of
the sacrifices theyve made in defense of their freedom and values. Few Afghans
share the pessimism of analysts who predict eventual Soviet domination of Afghanistan.
We shall fight for generations if need be. Our blood has been spilled. Neither the dead nor the ones yet unborn will forgive us if we give up, says an Afghan mujahid.
Besides their faith in God, the Afghans are sustained in their struggle
against Soviet occupation by a moral code which welcomes death in defense of
freedom and Islam. There can be no greater dishonor for an Afghan than acquiescence to alien rule of his land.
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The Russians have
found ways to impose a
reign of terror,
particularly by the use of
air raids against which the poorly
equipped resistance fighters are
completely defenseless.

Report
from
Afghanistan
by CLAUDE MALHURET

Dr. Claude Malhuret is the executive director of the
Paris-based Médecins sans Frontières. This article is adapted from his address
to a conference on The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan:
The Consequences for Afghanistan and the Soviet Union,
held at the Russian Research Center of Harvard University on October 17, 1983.

F

or more than four years, Médecins sans Frontières
Doctors Without Bordershas been in Afghanistan.
The first medical teams it sent arrived in May 1980, five
months after the Soviet invasion. From our uninterrupted presence in Afghanistan, we have been able to evaluate the situation in the country since the beginning of the
war, specifically in the areas where we are working. The
current situation in Afghanistan is one of protracted war.
The duration and character of the war derive directly
from the Soviet style of anti-guerrilla warfare.

Reprinted by special permission from FOREIGN AFFAIRS, Winter 1983/84.
Copyright (c) 1983 by the Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.
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Emptying the Fish Bowl
Guerrilla warfare has already demonstrated its effectiveness elsewhere, and until recently no one has known how to counter it. The scattering of populations,
the creation of village strongholds and the control and card-indexing of inhabitants have proved to be very useful means of restricting guerrilla advance but
the resistance fighters have always won out in the end.
Totalitarian regimes have found a new answer to the guerrilla problem,
one that is simple, logical and effective. Since the basis of the strength of a resistance movement lies in the practice that Mao Zedong called the fish taking to
the water, the easiest way to separate the guerrillas from the population is to
empty the fish bowl and capture its contents. In other words, an effective
counter-strategy in the face of guerrilla activity involves massive reprisals
against the population, sometimes including the extermination of a large part of
that population.
This type of warfare is currently being used in Afghanistan, the only difference (between this campaign and more successful Soviet-sponsored efforts in
Ogaden, Eritrea and Kampuchea) being that the Afghan resistance groups have
thus far made it fail.

Air Raids and Booby-trapped Toys
During the first phase (of the Soviet campaign to counter the Afghan resistance
movement), until late 1980, air and ground equipment and infantry units were
brought together to establish a reign of terror (in an effort to force both the guerrilla fighters and the population to abandon their insurgency and ask for mercy).
To mention just one example, in the province of Hazarajat in central Afghanistan, several hundred armored vehicles would leave either Kabul or Jaghori and
occupy a valley that could easily be entered. The population, which had warning
either by rumor or because they had seen the helicopter movement, fled into the
mountains. The Soviet troops, therefore, entered empty villages where they remained for a few days, harassed by the Muslim resistance groupsthe mujahidinwho also barred access to the upper valleys. During those few days, the soldiers pillaged and burned homes, set fire to crops and dragged off with them the
few inhabitants left behindmostly old people, whom they interrogated or summarily executed.
Since late 1980, warfare using such operations has dropped off, probably
because the Red Army has lost too many of its troops. But the Russians have
found other ways to impose a reign of terror, particularly by the use of air raids
against which the poorly equipped resistance fighters are completely defenseless.
Military intervention carried out mainly by helicopter also includes dropping mines and booby-trapped toys....The camouflaged anti-personnel mines
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are not designed to kill, but to injure. The Russians know quite well that in this
type of war, an injured person is much more trouble than a dead person. The injured person demobilizes fighters who have to transport him, and, of course, he
can no longer fight. In many cases, he will die several days or weeks later from
gangrene or from staphylococcus or gram-negative septicemia, with atrocious
suffering, which further depresses those who must watch him die.
The MSF (Médecins sans Frontières) has also seen the damage caused by the
explosion of booby-trapped toys, in most cases plastic pens or small red trucks,
which are choice terror weapons. Their main targets are children whose hands
and arms are blown off. It is impossible to imagine any objective that is more removed from conventional military strategy, which forswears civilian targets.
The second aim of dropping anti-personnel mines is to affect the economy. First, troops try to set up a blockade using mines that are scattered by the
thousands along the passes leading to Pakistan (but with almost no success), and
second to try to scatter peoples livestock. When I arrived in Afghanistan for the
first time in 1980, I was immediately struck by the number of goats and cows that
had legs in splints made of bamboo sticks and tied with wire....Although the Afghans clear the mines from the roads to prevent more human deaths, the animals
in the fields continue to get killed. Livestock in several regions of the country
have been slaughtered in this way. The effect of this slaughtering on the food supply in Afghanistan is clear.

Refugees
Another point to be considered is the question of refugeesthose still in Afghanistan as well as those who have fled. These refugees should not be considered in the traditional way, as an unfortunate but unintended consequence of the
war, but rather as a part of Soviet warfare strategy, the same that was used in
Kampuchea, the Ogaden and Eritrea. The object is, as mentioned earlier, to
evacuate the country in order to isolate the guerrilla fighters.
The methodical pursuit of this objective is the only possible explanation for
the incredible number of Afghan refugees. Some flee the country to Iran and
Pakistan, where they are once again used by the Russians, whose agents infiltrate the refugees ranks to further aggravate the conflicts that exist in Pakistan
between different ethnic groups, as many believe is happening in Baluchistan.
The figures for Afghan refugees in Pakistan as reported to international bodies
run in excess of four million. Out of an Afghan population of 15 to 17 million, this
figure is already enormous.
But to this figure must be added the hundreds of thousands of internal refugees who remain within Afghanistan. They have fled to the main towns, where
they come under the control of the state army. Thus, this enlarged refugee count
should be compared not to the total population of Afghanistan, but to the population in rural areas that are held by the resistance fighters. When one adds to that
17
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the number of persons killed either in the fighting or by diseases that frequently
find their cause in malnutritionespecially ally among childrenone can better understand why that Soviet strategy is highly effective and that it has no doubt been
responsible for chasing nearly half of the population away from guerrilla
strongholds.
Also, several thousand children are sent to the Soviet Union to study to be
officers one day in the Socialist Republic of Afghanistan; this offers a very close
comparison with the Russians liberation of the southern republics of the
U.S.S.R. in the 1920s and 1930s, which led to a total victory over what has been
called the Basmachi (bandit) revolt.

Soviet Tactics Ineffective
Now we come to the question of the final outcome of the Soviet strategy. ...Afghanistan is not a very good example to illustrate Soviet anti-guerrilla warfare,
precisely because the results have so far been unsuccessful. The towns of Afghanistan, the main bases for Soviet intervention, are poorly controlled. Not a
week goes by without word of an attack against the government or against communist-bloc embassies in Kabul. In response, the heavily commercial districts in
big cities such as Herat and Kandahar were reportedly severely bombed and
nearly destroyed by planes because they had gone over to the resistancejust
another example of the Soviet terror strategy and massive destruction. ...The
Soviet strongholds of Bamiyan, Ghazni, Gardez and Khost are completely encircled by the mujahidin. Helicopters are, therefore, gaining in importance for
the Soviets as a means of transport between towns because communication
links are not all under control, although efforts have recently been made to
improve them.
The puppet government of President Babrak Karmal has also attempted
psychological warfare, by trying to play on local antagonisms among the Pushtun
tribes. But the government has not been very successful at this, particularly since
the death in 1981 of Faiz Mohammed, Minister for Tribal Affairs, who was killed
by a group he was trying to bribe.
The cease-fire agreements that have been made have worked as much in favor of the resistance fighters as they have in favor of the government leaders, and
they are based more on a balance of power than on a successful psychological
warfare strategy. (During the summer of 1983, Ahmad Shah Massoud, charismatic resistance commander of the Panjshir Valley, negotiated a truce with the
Soviets, refusing to deal with the Kabul regimethus forcing the Soviets to implicitly recognize him. Under the truce, he resupplied the valley, opened supply
lines and formed alliances with leaders in the north and as far west as the town of
Herat. The truceunder which the mujahidin defense was strengthened considerablyhas now ended, and Massoud has refused to extend it.)
The number of armored vehicles that have been destroyed by resistance
18
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forces is incredibly large, considering their outdated weaponry and suicidal
tactics (such as leaping onto tanks with homemade gasoline bombs). We counted
more than 600 vehicles destroyed in the areas where we work, which, when extrapolated, comes to a total figure of some three to four thousand for the entire
country.
The economic blockade has also not succeeded. The border areas are as
easily accessible as they were before it was imposed.
Setting fire to crops and storage shelters is another anti-guerrilla tactic, but
its effect is limited because less than half the amount of food that was needed before the war is needed now due to the diminished population. In addition, caravans going to and from Pakistan continue to bring fresh produce.
Despite the attempts to restrict the food supply, trends in local market
prices indicate that the blockade is not working. Some prices have actually
dropped since the Soviet invasion (which suggests) that supplies are adequate to
keep prices from rising. Other prices have risen, but less rapidly than those in
many Third World countries, even countries not at war.

Long-Term Resistance
The examples illustrating the poor short-term effect of Soviet strategy suggest a
rather optimistic trend with regard to the Afghan resistance movement, but my
conclusion is much less so. Everything I have said about the current situation
shows that the war in Afghanistan is one in which the balance of power has not
changed in four years, in spite of the fact that the two adversaries are unequally
matchedon one side the worlds biggest army, on the other a handful of people
standing tall against the invader. There is no sign of any change soon in this state
of affairs, and I do not believe that the Afghans can be beaten in the short or medium term. The Soviets, however, can afford a protracted war in the short term for
the sake of a long-term victory.
The Russians do not need smashing victories to announce to their citizenry,
as Soviet public opinion does not influence Soviet policy. Catastrophes, such as
that in the Salang Tunnel where several hundred Soviet and communist-regime
troops (and civilians) were killed, do not incite an outcry in Moscow for Soviet
boys to come home. The Soviet army can wait it out as long as it did for the Basmachi revolt to end-and it waited for that for 20 years. It can wait even longer if
necessary. The Afghan resistance will hold out for a long time, but in the end it
will probably be beaten. It might not be beaten, however, if in the coming years
there is a profound change in the international balance of power and in the reactions of Westerners to Soviet totalitarianism. It is not impossible that this
change could take place, but only a very wise person would dare to predict the future of Afghanistan.
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Four years after Soviet
troops invaded
Afghanistan the Afghan
resistance shows no
sign of weakening or loss
of popular support.

A U.S.
Assessment
Excerpted from Afghanistan: Four Years of Occupation,
issued by the United States Department of State in December 1983.

F

or years after Soviet troops invaded Afghanistan
neither a political nor a military solution seems likely in
the near future. The Afghan resistance shows no sign of
weakening or loss of popular support. The country-wide
insurgency continues and the mujahidin deny the Soviets
military success.
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The Resistance
During 1983 resistance operations against Soviet/Kabul regime forces have become more effective, even in urban areas. Tactical cooperation has increased
among resistance groups and most of the countrys land area remains under resistance control. Typically, once Soviet/regime sweep operations have been completed, areas return to mujahidin control. Major problems of supply and disunity
remain, however, and resistance forces are unlikely to be able militarily to eject
the Soviets from Afghanistan.
Popular support for the mujahidin remains high even though the fighting has
brought destruction and reprisals on civilians, has disrupted social services and
administration in most of the country and has contributed to competition for
food supplies. Local populations continue to provide the mujahidin with shelter,
food and recruits. Casualties among civilians and the resistance fighters have not
reduced mujahidin activities, and morale remains high.
In late April 1984, Soviet military forces in Afghanistan launched a massive
offensive against Ahmad Shah Massouds mujahidin stronghold in the Panjshir
Valley. Unlike six earlier attempts to secure the valleyall of which failedthe
Soviets struck with high-altitude saturation bombing raids, thousands of troops
and hundreds of armored vehicles. The U.S. State Department condemned
these new tactics as an escalation of the destructive and brutal anti-civilian Soviet warfare in Afghanistan (which) will no doubt inflict increased suffering on the
Afghan people. Although Radio Kabul claimed that the valley was secured,
previous claims by the Kabul regime to have eliminated the mujahidin presence
in the Panjshir Valley have always proved inaccurate.
It is impossible to assess the exact number of mujahidin since the numbers
fluctuate according to the season and in relationship to the level of Soviet operations in specific areas. Loosely organized in some six main organizations and
several smaller groups, the resistance forces operating out of Peshawar are split
into two affiancesthe moderates and fundamentalistsboth calling themselves the Islamic Unity of Afghan Mujahidin....
Supply shortages remain a serious problem for the resistance. Although
small arms appear to be available in sufficient numbers, ammunition, medicines
and frequently food are sometimes critically short. Resistance leaders frequently mention to the media and others the need for increased supplies of heavy machine guns and weapons such as mines and rocket grenades for use against
armored vehicles. Nonetheless, the resistance has registered a higher kill
ratio against Soviet aircraft, increased ability to challenge the Soviet policy of urban control and continued success in operations against Soviet bases and supply
lines.
Participation of Iranian-based Afghans in the resistance has also increased
in recent months, although the Iranian government exercises tight control over
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cross-border activities. The primary beneficiaries of the limited Iranian support
have been the Shia groups in Afghanistan.
The most dramatic new development this year, involving an in] tiative to organize the resistance more effectively, was an appeal by ex-King Zahir Shah in
June 1983 concerning the need to create a united organization capable of speaking on behalf of the Afghan people. The timing of the ex-kings announcement
stemmed from growing concern that representatives of the Afghan people have
not been included in the U.N.-mediated indirect negotiations in Geneva and
frustration over inability to create a united resistance organization. Zahir Shah
expressed his willingness to better coordinate our resistance activities and to
better represent them (the Afghan people) in international conferences and activities. At the same time he also stated that he had no personal ambitions and
did not want to reestablish the monarchy....
Provisions were made for the accession of other resistance groups to the
United Front with the same rights as the founding members, thus leaving the
door open to participation by the fundamentalists. Although the latter have to
date publicly eschewed involvement in any organization involving the ex-king, if
Zahir Shahs initiative gains momentum, it could eventually receive some fundamentalist support.

Internal Developments
Afghanistans internal problems have multiplied as the regime remains factionally divided and as Soviet control deepens. During 1983 economic and administrative chaos increased. The war has severely damaged Afghanistans social and
economic infrastructure, causing major declines in social services, agricultural
production and industrial output. Afghanistan is becoming more dependent
upon outside food sources, and its economy more dependent upon Soviet aid.
Significant declines in security in both urban and rural areas have led to increased Soviet use of KHADKhedamati-i-Dolati, the Afghan intelligence and
security organization. KHAD is being greatly expanded but has been ineffective
in promoting loyalty to the regime.
Intense Soviet efforts to fashion the Afghan military into an effective force
also have failed, and the people are increasingly alienated by forced conscription
drives. Soviet frustration over inability to stop resistance activities has led in recent months to a deliberate policy of increased brutality and reprisals against the
civilian population.
The refugee problem continues to grow. Between one-fifth and one-fourth
of Afghanistans pre-1979 population now lives outside its borders, mainly in
Pakistan and Iran. The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, the World Food
Program and a variety of voluntary agencies and governments, including the
United States, assist Pakistan in caring for these refugeesthe vast majority of
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whom are determined to return to their homeland when it is freed from foreign
occupation.

International Efforts
The Soviet decision to invade Afghanistan not only badly miscalculated the determination of the Afghan resistance, it also underestimated international reactions. The Kremlin had apparently concluded that most countries would be either too preoccupied, disinterested or intimidated to voice any serious objections to the invasion. On the other hand, the effect of international censure on
the Soviet Union has been less than inspiring to those shouldering the burden of
resistance. International pressures on the Soviets and assistance to the mujahidin
thus far have failed to dissuade Moscow in its decision to shore up a discredited
communist regime.
Resolutions demanding Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan have been
passed by the U.N. General Assembly, the U.N. Human Rights Commission,
the Conference of Islamic Foreign Ministers, ASEAN, the European Community, the Commonwealth of Nations, NATO, the Peoples Permanent Tribunal,
the heads of seven major industrialized nations, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, the European Parliament and the Non-Aligned
Summit. Even the indirect U.N.-sponsored talkswhich are not supported by
the Afghan rebelshave called for the complete withdrawal of Soviet forces,
non-aligned status for Afghanistan, self-determination for the Afghan people
and the return of refugees with safety and honor.
Despite some optimism following the April 1983 round of indirect negotiations in Geneva that parties might be able to work out a settlement, the U.N.sponsored negotiations among the concerned parties have thus far not made significant progress because of Moscows unwillingness to set a timetable for the
withdrawal of its forces. The Soviet Union appears committed to a strategy of attempting to wear down the resistance militarily, gaining control of urban areas,
and remodeling the Afghan political and social structure in its own image. Soviet
troop strength remains at approximately 105,000.
Some progress is being made in international fora, however. The Soviet
Union recently suffered a significant setback in the United Nations Human
Rights Commission. The 43-nation commission voted on March 15, 1984, to appoint a special rapporteur to examine the human rights situation in Afghanistan.
The resolution passed due to the backing of several of the Commissions nonaligned member states, in addition to the Western members. This was the first
time that the Commission has decided to appoint a special rapporteur to investigate abuses of human rights in a communist-ruled country.
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U.S. Policy
U.S. policy goals for Afghanistan have remained fundamentally unchanged
since the 1979 invasion. The United States seeks the earliest possible negotiated
political settlement in Afghanistan to effect the withdrawal of Soviet forces and
end the agony of the Afghan people. Such a settlement must also provide for the
other three requirements spelled out in five U.N. resolutions on Afghanistan:
the independent and non-aligned status of Afghanistan, self-determination of
the Afghan people and the return of the refugees with safety and honor. The
United States supports the U.N. negotiating efforts to achieve these goals.
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With air strikes, artillery and
helicopter gunships,
the Soviets destroy villages
and force the population to flee
as refugees.

Aghanistan
Chronology
1978

April
Mohammad Daoud is overthrown and Nur Mohammad Taraki is installed as
President. An estimated 350 Soviet advisers are in the country.
December
Growing Afghan resistance to Soviet presence prompts Moscow to increase military
advisers to about 1,000.

1979

July
Soviets deploy first combat unit to Afghanistan by moving an airborne battalion of
some 400 men to Bagram, 30 kilometers outside Kabul.
August
Uprising in Kabul on August 5 prompts additional increase in Soviet presence and
military aid.
September
In Moscow, President Taraki and President Brezhnev discuss the replacement of
Prime Minister Amin.
Amin gains effective control of government after an exchange of gunfire at the
Presidential Palace. Tarakis resignation and Amins appointment as President are
announced. Soviet airborne division goes to heightened state of readiness.
October
Kabul announces Tarakis death.
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December
Massive Soviet airlift occurs, with more than 300 transports delivering troops,
equipment and supplies to Kabul. Soviet airborne troops lead attack on Presidential
Palace and radio station. Amin is killed. Afghan army units are disarmed by Soviet
advisers and troops. Radio Kabulactually the Soviet Union broadcasting from
Termez in the U.S.S.R.announces a coup. Babrak Karmal becomes President.

1980

January
Soviets deploy about 40,000 combat troops in Afghanistan and move into major
provincial capitals.
U.N. General Assembly, by 104-18 vote, passes resolution calling for immediate, unconditional and total withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan.
Islamic Foreign Ministers meeting in Islamabad, passes resolution calling
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan a flagrant violation of international law.
February
U.N. Human Rights Commission adopts Pakistans resolution condemning Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan.
Number of Soviet troops inside Afghanistan increases to 75,000.
March
U.S. expresses concern over reported Soviet use of poison gas in Afghanistan and
raises the issue with the U.N. Human Rights Commission.
Paris-based International Federation of Human Rights says it has confirmed
Soviet use of poison gas in Afghanistan.
August
The number of Afghan refugees who have registered in Pakistan passes the one
million mark.
Officials estimate that the Afghan Army, which numbered 80,000 one year
earlier, now has less than 40,000 men, with only about 10,000 to 15,000 actually
available for combat.
September
Two members of the Afghan embassy in Ankara flee their posts for the United
States.
About 250 employees of Ariana, Afghanistans government-controlled
airline, have defected to the West in recent months, a spokesman for the group says in
Frankfurt. The defectors included three quarters of the airlines pilots.
October
Afghanistans Chief Delegate to the U.N. World Communications Conference in
Belgrade, Akhtar Mohammed Pakitawal, denounces the Soviet invasion in an
emotional speech that moves the other delegates to wild applause. West German
officials announce that Pakitawal will be granted official asylum in that country.
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November
The United Nations General Assembly overwhelmingly approves the second
resolution calling for withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan by a vote of
111 to 22 with 12 abstentions.

1981

February
Annual survey of human rights released by U.S. State Department criticizes Soviet
policies in Afghanistan. Alleged violations include use of trick explosives and
indiscriminate bombing and terrorizing of the Afghan population.
May
A panel of citizens from 11 nations, meeting in Stockholm to judge the
Afghanistan case, finds the Soviet Union guilty of aggression ... against the Afghan
state. The hearing was conducted by a group of 14 judges from North and South
America, Asia and North Africa, under the auspices of the Peoples Permanent
Tribunal, a successor to Bertrand Russell groups of the past.
July
An entire Afghan Army regiment deserts en masse in a battle at Charikar,
north of Kabul.
The Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe and a House Foreign
Affairs Subcommittee hold a joint hearing in the U.S. Congress on Soviet violations of
the Helsinki Accords in Afghanistan. Afghan refugees tell of witnessing Sovietdirected attacks on unarmed villagers.
November
The United Nations General Assembly, for the third time since the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, overwhelmingly approves a resolution demanding the immediate
withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan. The resolution vote is 116 for,
23 against, with 12 abstentions, an even larger majority censuring the Soviet Union
than on the two previous resolutions.
December
The U.N. General Assembly, overriding Soviet Bloc objections, votes 86 to 20 with 34
abstentions, to continue an investigation by a panel of experts into charges that
Soviet-made chemical weapons are being used in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia.

1982

April
U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees Paul Harding says in Brussels that the
number of Afghan refugees in Pakistan has passed 2.5 million.
June
The European Parliament adopts a resolution establishing a common policy of
nonrecognition of the legitimacy of the Soviet occupation or the Kabul regime, and
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recognizing the Afghan resistance as a legitimate national liberation movement
which should be provided all necessary aid.
In Geneva, Diego Cordovez, United Nations Under Secretary for Political
Affairs, conducts talks on Afghanistan with representatives of Pakistan and the
Karmal regime. The parties, in indirect negotiations, agree to discuss the withdrawal
of foreign troops, non-interference in the internal affairs of states, international
guarantees of non-interference and the voluntary return of the refugees
to their homes.
November
The United Nations General Assembly, for the fourth time in three years, approves
a resolution demanding the immediate withdrawal of foreign troops from
Afghanistan; 45 non-aligned nations sponsored the resolution, approved by a
vote of 114 in favor and 21 opposed with 13 abstentions.
December
Afghan Army troops mutiny at the Nadar Shah-Kot military outpost in southeastern
Paktia Province and then flee to Pakistan.

1983

January
A defecting Afghan Defense Ministry official, Colonel Mohammad Ayub Osmani,
tells reporters in Peshawar that Moscow plans to pattern the Kabul regime on the
Soviet Moslem Republics in Central Asia. He says the information was revealed to him
by a Soviet military adviser.
Several hundred troops of the Afghan Armys 25th Division defect to Pakistan
after a mutiny in which they kill Soviet and Afghan officers, according to diplomatic
sources in New Delhi and Islamabad.
February
The U.N. Commission on Human Rights adopts a resolution in Geneva condemning the Soviet Unions occupation of Afghanistan and the continuing violation of the
Afghan peoples rights and calls for the immediate withdrawal of Soviet troops.
The commission vote, its fourth on the issue, is 29 in favor and seven against with
five abstentions.
March
The seventh Non-Aligned Summit, meeting in New Delhi, approves a political
declaration which supports efforts by the U.N. Secretary General in promoting
an early settlement of the (Afghanistan) problem in conformity with the ideals and
principles of the movement of non-aligned countries.
A hearing on Afghanistan, organized by Norwegian citizens in Oslo, hears
testimony from Afghan resistance members, French physicians and journalists on
the devastation and hardships that the Afghan people are enduring in the war caused
by the Soviet occupation.
U.S. President Ronald Reagan, in a statement marking the second annual
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Afghanistan Day, March 21, calls upon the leaders of the Soviet Union to end
the bloodshed so that an independent Afghanistan can again take its place in the
community of nations.
April
U.N. Under Secretary Cordovez opens a second round of separate talks in Geneva
on an Afghanistan settlement with representatives of Pakistan and the Kabul regime;
Iran, which is not participating, agrees to be kept informed.
Afghan resistance sources in Pakistan and Iran claim that a Soviet air-ground
offensive centering on the city of Herat has killed hundreds of civilians, and perhaps
as many as 3,000.
May
In an interview, Kabul Politburo member Soltan Ail Keshtmand denies various
reports that a timetable for Soviet withdrawal has been discussed. Soviet troops
will stay as long as imperialist intervention lasts, he says. No one can impose on us
the withdrawal of Soviet troops.
A broadcaster on Moscow Radios English-language service criticizes the Kabul
regime and the Soviet occupation and refers to the Afghans struggle against the
Soviet invaders.
June
Afghan freedom fighters completely destroy an elite commando battalion of the Kabul
regime during a three-day battle in Paktia Province, according to diplomats based
in New Delhi. Approximately 200 Afghan soldiers were killed, sources claim, and
many of the rest defected to the mujahidin.
The U.S. State Department, in a statement reiterating U.S. policy on
Afghanistan, says a negotiated settlement at the earliest possible moment to end
the agony of the Afghan people and to get the Soviet forces out of Afghanistan
remains the key. The United States renews its support for a settlement based on the
U.N. General Assembly resolutions and the U.N. negotiating process in Geneva.
August
Three of the six principal Afghan mujahidin groups based in Peshawar, Pakistan,
conclude a four-day meeting in Rome with representatives of former Afghan King
Mohammad Zahir Shah and Afghan exile leaders. They agree to form an Afghanistan
constituent assembly which would attempt to unite formally all Afghan parties and
resistance fighters in opposition to the Kabul regime of Babrak Karmal and
the Soviet occupation.
September
The United Nations Subcommission on the Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities adopts a resolution in Geneva recommending appointment of
a special rapporteur to examine the human rights situation in Afghanistan.
Western diplomatic sources in Islamabad report that in four attacks during
September, the mujahidin killed a large number of Soviet and Kabul regime troops and
destroyed at least two MIG aircraft, three helicopters, five tanks and many trucks.
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Over objections by the Soviet Union, the U.N. General Assembly Steering
Committee approves for general debate an item entitled The Situation in
Afghanistan and Its Implications for International Peace and Security.
U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar issues a report on the indirect
talks held this year in Geneva under U.N. auspices with representatives of Pakistan
and the Kabul regime. While valuable and indispensable progress has been
made, he says, I cannot conceal, at the same time, my deep concern at the slow pace
of the negotiations and at the difficulties encountered in overcoming existing obstacles.
October
Pakistans Foreign Minister Sahabzada Yaqub Khan, addressing the U.N. General
Assembly in general debate, says substantial progress had been made the past
year in the U.N.-sponsored Afghan negotiations in identifying elements of a
comprehensive settlement.
Kabuls Foreign Minister Shad Mohammad Dost, addressing the U.N. General
Assembly, says, The armed intervention against the D.R.A. (Democratic Republic of Afghanistan) from Pakistani territory is the root and cause of the Afghan problem. Therefore, an end to this intervention should be the main aim of the negotiations.
Soviet and Kabul regime forces launch major offensives in six Afghan
provinces and a huge sweep operation in a seventh.
November
Amnesty International, London, issues a statement identifying eight centers in Kabul
where security police torture political suspects, according to testimony from former
prisoners. The Paris-based International Afghanistan Bureau sets up a commission of
inquiry to review the humanitarian problems of hundreds of thousands of Afghans
living abroad as refugees or displaced persons.
The U.N. General Assembly, for the fifth time since the 1979 Soviet invasion,
approves by the largest majority to date a resolution which called for the immediate
withdrawal of the foreign troops from Afghanistan.
U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar announces that Under Secretary
General Diego Cordovez again will undertake a consultative mission to Islamabad,
Kabul and Tehran, probably in April 1984.
December
The fourth anniversary of the Soviet Unions invasion of Afghanistan and installation
of the Babrak Karmal regime is marked with public protests in Bangkok, Bonn,
New Delhi, Paris, Rome, Tehran and Washington.
The European Economic Community issues a statement in which it calls for
Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, condemning the continued violation of human
rights and the attacks on Afghan civilians by Soviet forces attempting to suppress
the determination of the Afghan people to regain their independence and resist
foreign domination of their country.
Several thousand Soviet troops began withdrawing from the Shomali regions
Guldara Valley after a pitched battle against a coalition of Afghan resistance forces.
Western diplomatic sources say the mujahidin, consisting of all major resistance
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groups in the area, made an unusually strong and coordinated stand in blunting the offensive.

1984

January
Scores of Afghan civilians are killed in Soviet air and rocket attacks in the Ghazni
province apparently in retaliation for mujahidin activities there.
The mujahidin gain temporary control of Kandahar, Afghanistans secondlargest city, after weeks of daily battles.
High-level Kabul regime military and defense officials are replaced by Karmal
following criticism of the armys inability to suppress the mujahidin, prevent the
desertion of soldiers and recruit replacements.
February
An intense conscription effort by the Kabul regime is said to include street press
gangs, drafting of persons convicted of avoiding military service and offers of bonuses
for re-enlistments.
The European Parliament reiterates its condemnation of the Soviet Unions
possessive occupation of Afghanistan.
The U.N. Human Rights Commission, for the fifth time since the 1979 Soviet invasion, adopts a resolution calling for the withdrawal of foreign forces from Afghanistan.
March
The United Nations Human Rights Commission votes to appoint a special rapporteur
to examine human rights in Afghanistan, the first time that the commission has
decided to investigate abuses of human rights in a communist-ruled country. The
resolution passes due to the backing of several non-aligned nations.
Widespread desertions and a mutiny in the Kabul regimes army follow an
announcement extending military service terms.
U.S. President Ronald Reagan, in a proclamation designating March 21 as
Afghanistan Day, states that a negotiated political settlement can be achieved if
the Soviet Union agrees to withdraw its military forces of occupation. The President adds: All freedom-loving people around the globe should be inspired by the Afghan peoples struggle to be free and the heavy sacrifices they bear for liberty.
April
Soviet forces launch massive assault on mujahidin stronghold in the Panjshir Valley
north of Kabul using hundreds of tanks and armored vehicles. For the first time
Soviets conduct saturation bombing with TU-16 Badger heavy bombers.
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